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Abstract. The subject of this paper is integrative quantum-holographic framework for psychosomatics. This is of special importance because of wider application of integrative medicine in developed countries, as contemporary research of psychosomatic diseases indicates the necessity of application of holistic methods (with focus on acupuncture system and consciousness), oriented to the healing of man as a whole and not diseases as symptoms of disorders of this wholeness, implying their macroscopic quantum origin. This might have significant psychosomatic implications on necessity of including three front lines of integrative psychosomatic medicine: spirituality and circular (psycho)therapies from all relevant meta-positions, Eastern (quantum) holistic medicine and non-circular (psycho)therapies, and Western symptomatic medicine.
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Režime. Predmet rada je integrativni kvantno-holografski okvir psihosomatike. To je od posebnog značaja zbog sve šire primene integrativne medicine u razvijenim zemljama, pošto savremena istraživanja psihosomatskih bolesti ukazuju na neophodnost primene holističkih metoda (sa fokusom na akupunktturni sistem i svest), orijentisanih na isceljenje čoveka kao celine a ne bolesti kao simptoma poremećaja celine, implicirajući njihovo makroskopsko kvantno poreklo. Ovo može imati značajne psihosomatske implikacije o neophodnosti uključivanja tri linije fronta integrativne psihosomatske medicine: spiritualnosti i cirkularnih (psiho)terapija sa svih relevantnih meta-pozičija, istočnačke (kvantno) holističke medicine i ne-cirkularnih (psiho)terapija, i zapadnačke simptomatske medicine.
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Introduction

Contemporary medicine has put its emphasis on „alopatic-dosed non-economic“ highly pharmacutic-oriented medicine technologies. On the contrary, in the past years more attention is payed to bioadequate „homeopatic-dosed economic“ bioresonant quantum-informational medicine technologies, related to usage of such values of the field energy, appearing in normal functioning of human organism [1–5]. On these lines, contemporary investigations of psychosomatic diseases imply the necessity of application of holistic methods, oriented to healing the person as a whole and not disease as a symptom of disorder of the whole, suggesting their macroscopic quantum origin [1–4].

In the focus of these quantum-holistic methods are body's acupuncture system and consciousness – which have quantum-informational structure of quantum-holographic Hopfield-like associative neural network, within the Feynman propagator version of Schrödinger equation [6] – with very significant quantum-holographic psychosomatic implications [1–4]. In this context, it should be noted that Resonant Recognition Model (RRM) of biomolecular recognition implies that on the biomolecular level
information processing is going on in the inverse space of Fourier spectra of the primary sequences of biomolecules [7,8], similarly to (quantum) holographic ideas that cognitive information processing is going on in the inverse space of Fourier spectra of the perceptive stimuli [9,10], thus supporting idea on quantum-holographic fractal coupling of various hierarchical levels in biological species (cf. Fig. 1).

\[ G(r_2,t_2; r_1,t_1) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi^k_i(r_2,t_2)\phi^*_{k_i}(r_1,t_1) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} A_{k_i}(r_2,t_2)A_{k_i}^*(r_1,t_1)e^{i\alpha_i(r_2,t_2)\alpha_{k_i}(r_1,t_1)} \]

It should be pointed out that Nature presumably has chosen elegant room-temperature solution for biological quantum-holographic information processing, permanently fluctuating between quantum-coherent state \(|\phi^k(t)\rangle_{S_i} = \sum_{i} c_{k_i}(t)|\phi^k_i\rangle_{S_i}\) and classically-reduced state \(\hat{\rho}^k_{S_i}(t) = \sum_{i} |c_{k_i}(t)|^2 |\phi^k_i\rangle_{S_i} \langle \phi^k_i|\) of biological macroscopic open quantum system \(S_i\), through nonstationary interactions with out-of-body farther environment and through decoherence by bodily closer environment – so that quantum neural holography combined with quantum decoherence might be very significant element of the feedback bioinformatics, from the level of cell – to the level of organism – and further to the level of collective consciousness. In the context of quantum-informational bioresonant therapies (that might encompass energetic/bioresonance/bioinformational methods, including homeopathy), their goal would be a resonant (re)mitting of corresponding band of energy-informational EM radiation of the treated psychosomatically disordered (palpatory painful) state \(\phi^{k^1}\) (as one of hundreds possible disordered states) thus enabling that its initial memory attractor (dashed line) is bioresonantly excited becoming more shallower and wider (full line) on the account of deepening of the (energy-dominating) attractor of healthy acupuncture (palpatory painless) state \(\phi^{k_0}\). On the other hand, in the context of quantum-informational (psycho)therapies (that might encompass non-circular or circular energy/spiritual healing of the acupuncture system/consciousness/collective consciousness and various (psycho)therapeutic techniques for recognition/integration of psychological conflicts and personality growth), their goal would be introspective emotional/traumatic excitation with imposed new (psychologically healing) boundary conditions in the energy-state space of the acupuncture system/consciousness/collective consciousness, so that memory attractor of the initial psychosomatic disorder \(\phi^{k^1}\) (dashed line) becomes shallower and wider (full line), with greater overlap and followed associative integration into memory attractor of normal (energy-dominating) ego-state \(\phi^{k_0}\).
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In the context of quantum-informational bioresonant therapies [1–4,11–16], their goal would be a resonant re-emitting of corresponding band of electromagnetic (EM) spectrum of microwave/ultralowfrequency-modulated radiation of the treated psychosomatically disordered (palpatory painful) state (as one of hundreds possible disordered states) thus enabling that its initial memory attractor is resonantly excited becoming more shallower and wider on the account of deepening of the (energy-dominating) attractor of healthy acupuncture (palpatory painless) state (cf. Fig. 1) – which is then altogether quantum-holographically projected on the lower EM quantum-holographic cellular level, thus changing the expression of genes [1–4]. In this context, homeopathy might be also categorized into quantum-informational bioresonant therapies, as (non)disolved homeopathic initial substance [15–19] with characteristic EM memory-attractor states (like any other substance, as demonstrated by muscle test of the Applied kineziology [20]), can interact with macroscopic quantum-sensory EM level of the acupuncture system/consciousness and imprint inhere its program of homeopathic correction.

On the other hand, in the context of quantum-informational meridian (psycho)therapies [1–4, 21,22], via simultaneous effects of visualization of the treated (psychologically traumatic) problem and tapping/touching upon the selected acupuncture points, new boundary conditions are imposed in the energy-state space of the acupuncture system/consciousness, and memory attractor of the initial psychosomatic disorder becomes shallower and wider, with greater overlap and followed associative integration into memory attractor of normal (energy-dominating) ego-state (cf. Fig. 1). In this context, techniques of energy healing of the acupuncture system/consciousness [23–25], positively-visualizing meditation healing [26,27], and various psychotherapeutic techniques for recognition/integration of psychological conflicts and personality growth [28–30]) might be also categorized into quantum-informational therapies, via introspective emotional/traumatic excitation with imposed new (psychologically healing) boundary conditions in the energy-state space of the acupuncture system/consciousness.

In the same context it is important to make half-a-year diagnostics and balancing of the acupuncture system, whose disbalance presumably originates from the restituted patient’s mental loads from his non-reprogrammed mental transpersonal environment of the quantum-holographic collective consciousness [1–4] (as supported by the Tibetan pulse diagnostics, enabling precise diagnosis of psychosomatic disorders not only of the patient himself but also of his family members and enemies [31,32]). This implies that memory attractors of quantum-holographic network of collective consciousness might be treated as psychosomatic collective disorders which represent generalized field-related quantum-holistic records (including inter-personal finally-reprogramable nonlocal loads, via hesychastic prayer or circular psychotherapies from all relevant meta-positions included in the problem [1–4]) – which might represent basis of quantum-informational medicine of collective consciousness (cf. Fig. 1).

Conclusion

The presented integrative quantum-holographic framework for psychosomatics might have significant holistic implications, providing fundamental quantum-informational framework for better understanding of the nature of psychosomatic diseases as well as limitations of the healing methods, which might help in developing strategies for integrative psychosomatic medicine in the 21st century.

Thus, it might be said that three front lines of integrative psychosomatic medicine do exist [1–4]: (1) Spirituality and circular (psycho)therapies from all relevant meta-positions, with possibility of permanent erasing of mutual memory attractors on the level of collective consciousness; (2) Eastern (quantum) holistic medicine and non-circular (psycho)therapies, whose efforts temporary erase memory attractors on the level of acupuncture system/individual consciousness, and prevent or alleviate their somatization, as a consequence of the indolence on the first level; and (3) Western symptomatic
medicine, whose activities on the somatic level via immunology, pharmacology, biomedical diagnostics and surgery hinder or soothe somatized consequences of the carelessness on the first two levels.

It should be stressed, that necessary activities on the second and third levels, with neglect of the first level, have a consequence of further transfer of memory attractors on the level of individual and collective consciousness in this and further generations, thus accumulating quantum-holographic loads which afterwards cause not only illnesses, but also inter-personal fights, wars, and other troubles.
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